
Come clean, go clean 
with your own biosecurity toolkit
Make your own biosecurity toolkit so that you, your equipment, your machinery and your vehicle can  
enter and leave agricultural properties visually free from pests and diseases.

Keep the toolkit in your vehicle. This will help you manage risks when you travel to areas that  
do not have adequate clean-down equipment or facilities on site.

Essential items
  A large container — big enough for you to step in with both feet

  A roll of large, extra-strength garbage bags — to dispose of waste or to hold soiled equipment

  Disinfectant — to mix with water and use in a spray bottle for cleaning vehicles, equipment and machinery

  Detergent — to mix with water for a footbath to clean footwear

  A stiff brush — to scrub soil and debris from footwear

  A soft brush — to brush debris from clothes

  A cake of soap — to wash hands

  Paper towel — to dry hands

  A dustpan and brush — to sweep soil and debris from vehicles

  A spray bottle — to fill with a mixture of disinfectant and water, then spray footwear and equipment

  Disposable gloves — to handle potentially diseased plants or animals

  Ziplock bags (large) — to hold items that must be taken on a property but cannot be easily cleaned

  A notebook and pencil

  A card with emergency contact numbers

Other items (if required)
  — to fill footbaths and spray bottle

  A second container or bucket

  A magnifying glass

Clothing and footwear
  Spare clothing — to change into if your clothing has visible soil or debris

  Gumboots — to wear when footwear cannot be easily cleaned

  Spare footwear — if you are going to another property on the same day

  Disposable overalls — to wear if you are entering an infected property

  Disposable boot covers — to wear if you are entering an infected property

  

Restock your biosecurity toolkit after each visit to an agricultural property.

Biosecurity is everyone’s responsibility—do your part to ensure Queensland’s agricultural industries are 

For more information, visit daf.qld.gov.au/onfarmbiosecurity or call 13 25 23.

 
protected from pests and diseases.

Look. Report. Protect.


